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Chinese-Swiss Joint Issue
by David E. Durham

Intercountry joint issues have become frequent, but this one caught my attention especially. From
Switzerland is the view of Lake Geneva ; from China is a scene of "Slender West Lake" not far from Shanghai .
On the Swiss side is the familiar Chillon Castle, occupied since the bronze age as a good military site and mostl y
developed as a castle during the 11th and 12th centuries ; and on the Chinese side are one or two of th e
magnificent pagodas which are even older than Chillon . Linking the two sides is Bridge 24 - 24 meters long, 2 . 4
meters wide, with 24 jade balusters and with 24 steps on each end .

This beautiful issue is the joint creation of artists Xu Yan Bo and Bernadette Baltis . The Swiss inscription s
are only in French, as Chillon is in the French part of the country .
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AHPS Grand Award
National Convention Criteri a

1. The Felix Ganz Memorial Grand Award will consis t
of a special award symbolic of Switzerland and an
accompanying gold medal .

2. This two-part award will be available only at th e
Society's national conventions for the best Swiss ,
Liechtenstein or related eligible exhibit by a Society
member .

3. The winner will retain the grand award only unti l
the selection of another winner, but may keep th e
medal permanently .

4. Once an exhibit wins the grand award, it i s
ineligible until the third following convention or
until five years have passed, whichever comes first .

5. The first exhibitor to win the same grand awar d
three times will retire the award .

6. All Society members, including previous winners o f
the grand award, are eligible to compete for th e
award during any national convention .

7. The Society's Board of Directors is responsible for
the creation or purchase of a new grand awar d
upon retirement of the previous award .

Harlan F. Stone, Awards Chairman
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp Collector
Benjamin T. Wright

by Rudy Schaelchli

It is amazing how many different walks of life
come together in our hobby, stamp collecting! We fin d
lawyers,

	

machinists ,
doctors, farmers an d
many other trades.
With Benjamin, I woul d
like to introduce you to
an international official
in the sport of figure
skating and an official
and Honorary Member
of the International
Skating Union (ISU) .
He is a Past President
of the US Figure
Skating Association and is now an Honorary Member .
By the way, the ISU was founded in 1892 and is th e
second oldest federation for winter sports,
headquartered in Davos since 1946 and then move d
to Lausanne in 1997 .

Our fellow member is a retired corporation
lawyer and was general counsel for an international
engineering company . That was one of his early Swis s
connections when he set up his company's operating
subsidiary in the Cantons Geneva and Zurich in the
1970s .

As a teenager in the 30s, he started with a Scot t
International album with an interest in Britis h
Commonwealth . That remained his primary area up
to WW II. He served in the war in the Pacific
Theatre, retiring as an army Lieutenant Colonel . He
is still active in the Reserve. That and education
interrupted his hobby for a few years. W h e n
he returned to stamp collecting in the 50s he picked
up where he left off and continued for another 1 0
years with the British . However, with the policy of th e
wallpaper stamps and the shrinking of the Empire, h e
abandoned that area and decided to continue
collecting only Austria and Switzerland. Both
countries were retained because of the high quality o f
their stamps, especially the engraved issues o f
Austria, and both countries have a reasonable issu e
policy . Another reason for the Swiss interest was hi s
annual trip to Switzerland as an ISU Official and
visits with his wife's relatives in Lugano . On a visi t
to the Philatelic Office he purchased the 1982 set and
with that he started to form a mint Swiss collectio n
going back to 1915 - with used stamps prior to that .

Ben considers himself a general collector of
modern Swiss, and with the help of Ed Chalfant h e
has been able to work also on "back of the book "
material . A few years back he wrote several articles

for TELL about skating on stamps. He sought to
have a stamp issued for the 100th anniversary of th e
ISU, but was unsuccessful .

He said that not being an expert collector, h e
wonders how to be useful in the AHPS . I think all he
has to do is sharpen his pencil, go over his old article s
on skating stamps, and update the story! I am sur e
we have many new members who have not seen suc h
stories and would enjoy that topic or any other .

President's Musings

Greetings to all of you from Colorado . Each
weekend when we ski in the mountains here, I think
of Switzerland and the upcoming St . Gallen 2000
show. I hope to attend with my family and sugges t
that you think about a trip then also . The show and
exhibit will be held in St . Gallen June 20 - 25, 2000 .
What could be a better way for a Swiss collector t o
start off the new millennium?

Following up on the concerns with the clarity of
our bylaws mentioned in the last TELL, I hav e
appointed a chairman for the Bylaws Revie w
Committee. Past AHPS President, Chuck LaBlonde
will be the chairman. Bob Zeigler has agreed to serv e
and I would like to ask for others to volunteer . This
would be an excellent way to become more involved i n
the working of our society for members who have no t
participated directly before . Please let me know if you
are interested and I might be calling on a few of you to
ask you to participate . Our bylaws are an importan t
tool for the functioning of our society and should be
reviewed at least every few years .

Plans for our convention in Florida this
November are coming along in excellent fashion. Our
new Eastern Director Helen Galatan Stone seems t o
have everything in place at this time . We will have
the Thursday Seminar, Saturday members meeting ,
and Sunday material exchange and sale . We will als o
try to arrange for a Friday AHPS dinner get togethe r
for socializing. The Friday dinners have also been a
fun event at conventions past. You are encouraged t o
get an exhibit ready. While you still have plenty of
time to do your exhibit, it would be best to send i n
your entry form right away as frame space is limited .
Exhibit entry forms may be obtained by writing to
Helen Stone with a SASE . What better way to en d
the millennium for Swiss collectors than to attend ou r
November convention and do your first exhibit ?

Again please let me hear from you if you have
comments, concerns, or other ideas for a better society .

Jim Anderson
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Interspace Pairs - Those Holes!
by Michael Rutherfoord

The 28 different stamp pairs are well documented in the 1955 book by E . Müller of Basel and in the
various Zumstein catalogues, whereby two sizes of holes are noted with 24 pair having the large hole and 1 0
having the small, but 6 pair are to be found with both . Müller mentions that sheets exist with a misshape n

hole of 10 .5 mm diameter, but neither he nor Zumstein nor Michel have catalogued it .
Now in the November 1998 issue of the SBZ a very interesting article has appeared by A . Glanzmann of

Luzern in which he suggests a revised catalogue listing taking into account the 9 sheets he has found in th e

PTT archives in Bern with the 10 .5 hole, i .e ., with 11 pairs . His list indicates that 6 more sheets could still b e

found. I doubt this . A part sheet of the blue S1 has been found with the middle-sized hole .
In that issue of the SBZ and in the 1999 Stamp Catalogue of the Swiss Dealers Association, David

Feldmann Auctioneers of Geneva, gave away a useful credit-card sized gauge for perforations and for the thre e
holes under discussion. As the dates for these holes seemed curious, I decided to make another list, based on

the issue date of the actual booklets for which the various interspace sheets had been made, as shown in th e
Zumstein Special . The result is Table 1. Value and subject have not been considered .

To me it is immediately apparent that 1921 is the key year, with booklets 19 and 20 . In that year new
postage rates were introduced, so sheets were overprinted - but only 2 of the 4 were ever used . To cope with

the increased quantity of booklets a second punch, the 10 .5 (A') was used . Later a third punch with 9 mm wa s
used as well (B) . This gave a smoother cut so was used until 1927 when again an 11 mm punch was used (no t
necessarily the same one as before) . It is not clear which punches were used for which sheets for each issue, bu t
the attached table solves most problems .

One can assume that the leather punch shown in the SBZ article (Fig . 1) was of the type used by the PTT

to "ruin" interspace "stamps". Now, this is a crude instrument . Apparently
the official instruction was to punch only three sheets together . The greater
the number of sheets in one punch, the larger the diameter of the hole, so if ,
as Müller says, ten sheets were punched together, it is clear that the
diameter of the hole will be larger than the normal size . The middle hol e
(10.5) usually shows two flats where the punch has been damaged, so that
according to the angle used with this hand-held device, the shape of the hole
will vary. The nominal diameters appear to be 11, 10.5 and 9 mm.

Often it is easier to identify a full sheet than a single pair .
Unfortunately one has to consider that it is not impossible to make a smal l
hole larger, especially if the price advantage would make it worth while . If in
doubt, the cheaper version is to be accepted, especially for single pairs .

The 1909 sheets from booklet no . 7 were first sold from 2 March 191 0
(Michel) and the sale of punched sheets was stopped in September 192 7
when linear perforation of the interspace was introduced .

Summarizing, one can say that the important work done by Mr .
Glanzmann in the PTT Archives (together with Mr . Peter Meier, Curator )
confirms that the listing made many years ago by Müller and Zumstein for
the pairs with 11 and 9 mm punched holes is correct . Further that he has
found probably all the sheets with the mysterious 10 .5 mm hole, in that al l
sheets, and only those, used to make up the booklets numbers 19 and 2 0
during 1921 have this hole (see Table 1) .

From the booklet manufacturing point of view, it seems one can stat e
that :

1. All 13 booklets made between 1909 and 1918 (Nos . 7 to 18 and PJ) have
their sheets punched only with the 11 mm hole ;
2. Only those 2 booklets made in 1921 (Nos . 19 & 20) show the 10 .5 mm
hole, whereby all sheets used are also to be found with 11 mm holes, and for
those sheets used for booklet no . 20 sheets with the 9 mm hole are also to be found .
3. All 3 booklets (Nos . 21 to 23) made between 1924 and 1927 have sheets with the 9 mm hole, and the las t

booklet (No. 24) has the se-tenant pair S19 and S21 also with the 11 mm hole .
In his book, Müller says that the 9 mm hole was first used in 1924 . This seems unlikely . They woul d

not have waited until 1924 to punch and sell sheets made for the 1921 booklets . However, Zumstein does not
list any new booklets for 1922 and 1923, so the PTT were printing sheets and making the "1921" booklet s

until the 1924 booklets were issued .

	

(Continued on Page 6 )
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Figure 2 . This is also taken from the Müller book and
shows how a full sheet of 90 stamps is bound and the n
cut up into 15 booklets . The sheet shown is the rares t
with five S18 and five S20 interspace pairs, and al l
defaced with the deformed 10 .5 mm punch .

(Continued from page 4) Therefore, the introduction
of the new smaller 9 mm punch could have been
introduced in any of the years - 1921 (less likely) ,
1922 or 1923 .

The discussion with the holes is because th e
largest, 11 mm nominal diameter, is defined wit h
holes having diameters from 11 to 11 .5 mm. In the
same way the smallest, 9 mm nominal diameter, i s
clear with holes of 9 to 9.5 mm. The problem is
with the very odd-shaped hole of about 10 .5 mm,
whose punch had been damaged at some time .
This can have a diameter of 11 mm, and so make s
it difficult to say which size it really is, and therefore
up to now not catalogued as a recognised type .

Type of Hole (See Table on Page 5 )

The three types or sizes are shown, with detail s
as to which booklet issues, i .e . the sheets, were
punched out by which punch . The easiest way to
check a hole in an interspace pair is to cut along th e
line x - x, and lay the half circles against the hole t o
be tested, in turn. The dates shown refer to the
date of issue of the booklet for which the interspac e
sheet was printed . It cannot give the exact year
when the punching was actually done before th e
sheet was sold .

REFERENCES :

• Ernest Müller, "Die
Markenheftchen ,
Kehrdruck- un d
Zwischenstegmarken der
Schweiz", Basel 1955 .

• Zumstein Spezialkatalog
Schweiz, Bern 1992 .

• SBZ 11/98, p . 551 . Article
by Arthur Glanzmann of
Luzern, 5+ pages .

• Michel, Schweiz/FL-
Spezial 1994 and 1998 ,
Munich, Germany.

• Amateur Collector
Catalogue, London .
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Origins of the Swiss Flieger-Abteilung: Part I
by George Struble

In 1913 the Swiss conducted a campaign for the benefit of aviation, especially for a proposed air component o f
the Swiss Army. The campaign, called Flugspende, included a number of aviation days or Flugtage with

special mail-carrying flights and in most of those, special stamps for the flights . These flights compose a
fascinating chapter in the development of aerophilately . The campaign was a success, which resulted in th e
formation of the Flieger-Abteilung, or aviation detachment, during World War I . We follow up the story of th e
1913 Flugtage with some postal history of the Flieger-Abteilung, and look at some of the pilots and briefly a t
the development of Swiss aviation resulting from the Flieger-Abteilung . Part I recounts the eleven flights fo r

which special stamps were issued . Parts II and III will consider flights with special cancellations but not
special stamps, and the attempted Flugtage in Olten, other Flugspende activities, a thumbnail sketch of the
history of the Flieger-Abteling in World War I, and references .

In 1912 the Swiss government and partisans of the fledgling aviation industry foresaw that in the coming wa r
military aviation would become important. The natural conclusion was that Switzerland should develop a
military aviation capability. Switzerland already devoted 44,300,000 francs of its national budget o f
103,300,000 francs (43%) to defense, so additional funding for a new enterprise like this would have bee n
difficult.

The mountainous geography of Switzerland made flying more difficult there than in France, Germany, or

England, and those countries led in the development of aviation . However, a small number of Swiss pilots wer e
distinguishing themselves at air shows, and 22 Swiss pilot licenses had been earned . These pilots, including

Attilio Maffei, François Durafour, and René Grandjean, could have formed the nucleus of an air contingent .

The Swiss government formed an advisory group to establish a plan of action. The group was compose d
primarily of representatives of the Swiss defense arm, but some members of parliament were included in th e
deliberations . It took the group more than six months to make a recommendation, but on January 1, 191 3
they published an appeal to the Swiss people to establish a collection called Flugspende -- aviation fund -- to
raise money publicly to support both military and private aviation . The appeal was signed by the Chief of th e
Military Department, the Chief of the General Staff, the commanders of the three Army Corps, the commander s
of six Army divisions, and two special directors for National Defens . Support was immediate, widespread, an d
generous. The Army was in an ideal position to manage some aspects of the drive, and the campaign had th e
wholehearted support of the Postal Department. The Flugspende was headed by Alfred Audeoud, chie f
commanding officer of the armed forces of Switzerland. Thus the effort was a government-supervised drive fo r

development of a government service .

Part of the campaign was a series of local Flugtage or aviation days, which were to show off the current planes
and pilots, to build enthusiasm and to raise money . At some of these meetings flights would carry mail. For
each Flugtag, a local Flugspende committee made the plans, selected the landing field, enrolled aviators, mad e
arrangements with the Postal Department, and in twelve instances, arranged for a special stamp to be printed .
The

	

Postal

	

Departmen t
provided the special
cancellation and a special
postal station for the occasion .
The National Flugspende
organization had several
different official postcard s
printed; these were used on
many flights. Local
committees had other cards
printed that were specific to
each local Flugtag. The local
committees dealt with loca l
printers to produce the stamp s
as well as the cards. The loca l
committees and their printers
had to produce the cards an d
stamps at very short notice ,
and the printers deserve muc h
respect for producing stamp s
as well as they did .
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The idea of a Flugtag, or Aviation Day, was not new . There had been several Flugtage since one in Payerne in
1910 . There were a few more in 1914 and in later years . Of those before World War I, only those in 1913 ha d
official recognition from the postal department .

Inexperience of the local committees showed in several aspects of the organization of Flugtage, including
preparation of landing fields . Larger cities had good airfields, but part of the idea of the Flugtage was to
demonstrate aviation to the people in smaller towns . Local committees often underestimated the length and/o r
firmness required of a landing field . Results were cancellation of plans by pilots, or mishaps .

The postage rate for domestic postcards in 1913 was 5 centimes -- or rappen, as centimes were called in th e
German section of the country, or centessimi in the Italian part . Every flown card had to carry the 5 centimes
postage to cover land transportation to its final destination (though there were a few instances in which peopl e
talked their way into using the 2-centime printed matter rate) . The special stamps for most of the flights wer e
sold for 50 centimes, as their value indications tell us . This fee went first toward the expenses of the Flugtag
and then to the Flugspende for purchase of aircraft for the hoped-for military aviation detachment . The
requirement for separate stamps for the two purposes enabled the postal department and the Flugspende
committee to keep their accounts separate, which must have been a relief to everyone !

Post office clerks were generally alert for proper postage paid, but since the proceeds from the special stamp s
went into a different fund, clerks were not as rigid in requiring the special stamp on flown items . On several
flights there were (or at least were reported to be) more items flown than special stamps sold, so some cover s
and cards must have been flown without the special stamp . Few of these survive, since their recipient s
probably believed they would have little value. Despite their scarcity, such items usually still sell for less than
those carrying the stamps .

Flugtage with flights and special stamp s

Twelve Flugtage were planned in 1913 with stamps and flights carrying mail . Eleven of those plans wer e
fulfilled ; here are some of the stories of these flights. The story of the twelfth follows below .

I. Basel: March 1-9 . The first "Flugtag" was actually a nine-day-long event, including two weekends . Oskar
Bider was not the only pilot showing off his skills; Edmond Audemars, Charles Favre, and Attilio Maffei also
made flights that delighted the populace .

The flight carrying mail on the last day was almost an afterthought . The stamps were
printed in blue in sheets with three rows of six stamps each by W . Wasserman of Basel .
Reports say that 10,000 stamps were printed, which is not a multiple of 18 . Whether the
10,000 is an approximate number or whether an order for 10,000 was taken so literally that
the printer detached and destroyed part of the last sheet, my sources do not say . Similar
discrepancies can be found in the numbers for later flights too ; I will not note them further .
Many stamps were sold during the week, and 5030 on March 9 itself. Each item to be flown
required the special stamp, which cost 50 centimes, as well as the regular postage for it s
delivery upon completion of the flight .

Oskar Bider flew his 70-hp. Gnome-motored Bleriot monoplane to Liestal carrying his brother Georges and tw o

sacks of mail . The number of flown items was
reported to be 5800 . Bider dropped the sack s
but did not land . Soldiers picked up the sack s
and carried them to the Liestal post office
where they received the postmark and entered

the regular postal system .

IL Bern: March 30 . The
stamps were placed on sal e
March 23 ; they were printe d
in sheets of four rows of five
stamps each by
Buchdruckerei Stämpfli of
Bern. The number of
stamps printed is not
known; reports indicate that
13,000 were sold and the
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rest destroyed. Colors included brown red, light brown red, and a rarer blood red . Mailboxes around tow n
carried the announcement that items with the special stamps would be collected up to 10 p .m. on March 29
and flown on March 30. More were sold at a temporary post office at the airfield, where all items wer e
canceled. The 13,141 items to be flown filled several sacks, whose total weight was reported to be 170 pounds .

The March 26 morning issue of the Bern newspaper, Der Bund, carried an announcement from the Flugspende
committee that there would be a house-to-house collection for the Flugspende . It promised that for donation s
exceeding five francs the donors would be given receipts which would carry the special stamp and would b e
carried by Oskar Bider . These receipts were in the form of postcards ; one is shown on the previous page . The
house-to-house collection raised over 30,000 francs .

Oskar Bider was the pilot for the mail-carrying flight to Burgdorf, and for the return flight, which was part of
the simultaneous Flugtag in Burgdorf. The take-off at about 2 :40 p .m. required about 30 yards "of soft sod, "
and the flight took about fifteen minutes before the plane landed in Burgdorf .

III . Burgdorf: March 30 . Burgdorf is much smaller than Bern, and its Flugtag
received only a fraction of the publicity awarded its sister event in Bern . Even though
the printing was smal l
-- the total number of
stamps printed i s
unknown -- colors of th e
stamps included ligh t

green, green, dark green, and blackish green .
White and slightly colored papers were used ;
the sheets contained five rows of four stamp s
each. 2940 stamps were sold, and 2765 items
were flown to Bern on Oskar Bider's return
flight . The card to the right is highly unusual i n
that the regular postage is 2 rappen, th e
printed matter rate . Very few senders had th e
nerve to claim that rate ; almost everyone paid
the normal 5 rappen postcard rate for cards
within Switzerland .

IV. Herisau: March 31 . The plans were for a flight to Genève, which would have been the longest of th e
Flugtag flights in 1913 . Horrible weather forced changes in that plan . The Flugtag had been scheduled for
March 24, and several pilots were there . Bobby Zuest was the only pilot who dared to try to fly that day . He
crashed on takeoff and his passenger was unconscious for three days .

Weather made matters difficult the next week too . Besides, the landing field at Herisau was inadequate .
Pilots Favre and Taddeoli had been engaged, and on March 30 Favre managed to fly into and out of Herisau t o
St. Gallen. The special cancel was dated March 30, but the mail was held in Herisau overnight and driven t o
St. Gallen. From there Charles Favre departed with the mail on March 31, but engine trouble forced him down
at Niederglatt . His plane had to be transported to Dübendorf by land . Favre used several different planes in

1913; I have not been able to discover what plane he used on this flight . The mail wa s
carried overland to a post office in Zürich and forwarded from there .

Walter Marty & Co., a local shop, printed the stamps . There were two printings, the first i n
sheets of 21, either blue or dark blue on white paper . The second was in sheets of 20 in gra y
blue on tinted paper. 10,000 stamps were printed; 5000 were sold before and during th e
Flugtag, and another 1300 later . The remainder were destroyed . Only mint stamps are
known from the second printing; all 2179 flown items used stamps from the first printing .
The stamps carries the claim II. Schweiz. Flugpost -- Second Swiss Airpost ,
since its flight was scheduled for March 24 . Because of the postponement,

the flight was actually the fourth, after Basel, Bern, and Burgdorf.

V. Aarau : April 6 . Oskar Bider made three demonstration flights over the city . Late in the
afternoon he flew mail to Olten, landed and returned. Pilot René Grandjean was to make a
flight to Lenzburg, but his plane was otherwise committed, so Oskar Bider also made th e
Lenzburg flight on the same day . Both flights were short, as Olten was twenty miles fro m
Aarau and Lenzburg only fifteen miles .
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10,000 stamps were printed, in sheets of 50, by Trüb and Company of Aarau . Each stamp is printed in blue ,
brown, and yellow; the brown appears either in dark or light brown . 4500 stamps were sold, and 4400 items
were flown on the two flights . It is not possible to distinguish which items were flown to Olten and which to
Lenzburg, since all items were postmarked only in Aarau and with the same cancellation .

VI. Liestal: April 27 . The Liestal stamp was the only one not to carry a value indication .
It was sold for 30 rappen, whereas all the others except Lugano's cost 50 rappen . It was
designed by Otto Plattner of Liestal, and printed by Lüdin & Company, also of Liestal, i n
brown and yellow . 5000 stamps were printed . There were two printings ; a light brown
shade was used in the first printing and a darker brown for the second printing . 3680
stamps were sold .

The records indicate that Oskar Bider flew 3800 items to Rheinfelden, only two miles fro m
Liestal .

VII. Langnau: May 4. The stamps were printed in sheets of 36 (six rows, each of six stamps) b y Armbrüster
Söhne of Bern, using several shades of violet ; 4032 stamps were printed . A public
announcement invited the public to order cards to be flown (75 ct . for domestic and 80 ct . for
foreign letters -- presumably this included the price of the card and the regular postage), bu t
only 1800 items were flown on Oskar Bider's flight to Bern . Langnau to Bern is about a third
the length of Switzerland, making this the longest actual mail-carrying flight among th e
Flugtage . Oskar Bider arrived in Langnau from Bern in the morning with a Mr . Luethi as
passenger, and despite rain and storms made several demonstration flights. He returned t o
Bern about 6:00 p .m. carrying the 1800 cards and letters. The small number of flown card s
reflects bad weather as well as perhaps a decline of interest from the earlier Flugtagen ,
perhaps just a result of less effective publicity .

2050 stamps were sold by May 4, and a few more later . The local Rifle club, whose members apparentl y
comprised the nucleus of the local Flugspende committee, archived 1700 unsold copies of the stamp, which wer e
not to be sold . In 1949 it was discovered that twenty to thirty had been sold or otherwise disappeared over th e
intervening years. There must be more of a story here, but I have not seen it .

VIII. Sien: May 18 . The Flugtag at Sion (or Sitten, the German name of the town) had
been scheduled for May 11 ; pilots Bider, Taddeoli, and Maffei were to participate . It was
postponed a week because Oskar Bider could not fly in over the Alps from Bern until May 13 .
Attilio Maffei made the first demonstration flight on May 18 ; Bider made the second flight .
Emile Taddeoli made an attempt, but his propeller broke! Bider flew about 1500 items to
Sierre, where he dropped the mail without landing .

4000 stamps were designed by A . Martin of Arbon and printed by Pierre Pfefferle of Sion i n
sheets of five stamps in each of two rows, on two different papers . 1600 stamps were sold by May 18 an d
another 2300 later .

IX. Lugano: June 8 . There were three Flugtage in Lugano, but mail was only carried on the third one, o n
June 8 . Attilio Maffei was the pilot for this Flugtag. He used a Bleriot monoplane similar to Bider's . Afte r
several demonstration flights, Maffei made a 12-minute flight carrying mail to Mendrisio, the southernmost cit y
in Switzerland. He reportedly also carried mail on the return trip -- probably mail posted in Chiasso and
Mendrisio. Those items did not get the Mendrisio arrival cancellation . Reports indicate that about 2700 item s
were flown from Lugano to Mendrisio and 371 from Mendrisio back to Lugano . There are also cards that carry

the Lugano special stamp and the special cancellation but not the Mendrisio cancellation, tha t
were not flown at all . Addresses on the cards can help guide guesses of whether a particula r
card was flown or not, but there is no sure way to differentiate between cards flown fro m
Mendrisio and those not flown at all . One speculation is that the items initiated in Lugano and
addressed to the Lugano region were flown to Mendrisio and then back to Lugano, thus avoiding
the Mendrisio cancellation. To make matters still more difficult, there are cards that do no t
carry the Lugano special stamp . Their status is also questionable .

The stamps were printed in sheets of ten : five rows of two stamps each . The printer was Società of Lugano.
The stamps are in three colors, so had to pass through the presses six times -- once for each color for each stri p
of five ; there are therefore a number of errors and varieties . There are also forgeries, so beware! Smal l
differences allow the stamps to be plated ; both the Zumstein Specialized catalog and the Swiss Luftpost
catalog show and explain the differences . The printer did not plan well for the perforations, and th e
perforations almost invariably cut into stamps on the left half of the sheet . Some copies have straight edges on
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one or even two sides . The stamps were sold for 25 centessimi . The Lugano stamps were the only ones t o
carry a value indication other than 50 centimes . 4100 stamps were printed, and 3385 were sold .

X. Solothurn: August 17 . Theo Borrer had just recently completed his flight training; he
piloted his Ponnier-Hanriot monoplane for this Flugtag. For the mail-carrying flight t o
Weissenstein, he took Monsieur Labarre as a passenger . M. Labarre was the chief pilot of th e
Ponnier-Hanriot

	

factory .
Some years after the flight i t
became known that Labarre
took over the controls for th e
landing at Weissenstein
because Borrer wasn't
sufficiently experienced !

The card on the right was sent by Theo Borre r
himself to an address in Germany . Thus it
required 10 rappen postage. Postage due
cards on pioneer flights are unusual .

As in several other Flugtagen, cards and
envelopes were sold with the stamps already
affixed; all the buyer had to do was write th e

address and a message .
The cards and letters al l
received the special cancellation on the special stamp . Those flown to Weissenstein receive d
a Weissenstein postmark on the regular stamp ; those flown back to Solothurn received a
Solothurn postmark .

The brown-red stamps were printed in sheets of five rows of ten stamps each by G . Fentzling
of Solothurn . A number of double prints (some double prints were reportedly used on th e
Grenchen flight later) and perforation errors exist . The number of stamps printed is not
known; 1700 were sold August 17 and an unknown amount later . 1500 items were flown to
Weissenstein and 150 on the return flight .

XI. Laufen : September 28 . Oskar Bider was expected to be the pilot for this Flugtag, but he was
hospitalized with a serious head injury in an accident near Zollikofen on September 10 during the first military
aviation maneuvers of the Swiss Army . Theo Borrer stepped in .

September 28 was a beautiful day, and several thousand people came to watch . Borrer and a passenger flew
in from Solothurn across the Jura mountains, and made several demonstration flights around Laufen . He then
loaded the mail -- only 900 items -- for the return to Solothurn . Engine trouble set in near Rohrgraben, where
there was no suitable place for an emergency landing . The plane was completely destroyed during the crash
landing, but Borrer, his passenger, and the mail were unharmed . This mail was therefore Switzerland's firs t
crash mail . Borrer at least was in territory familiar to him ; he and his passenger carried the mailbags to th e

village of Gänsbrunnen, 1.5 km. from the crash site, where they took a train to Solothurn .
Arriving at 8:30, they found the post office still open, so the mail received its Solothur n
postmark that evening .

3000 stamps were printed by G . Fentzling of Solothurn, the same printer who produced th e
Solothurn stamps . The stamps are green ; a sheet contains five rows of ten stamps each .
There are five types, distinguished by small differences in the value designations . The
differences are well explained and illustrated in both the Zumstein Specialized and th e
Swiss Luftpost catalogs. The number of stamps sold is not known, but about 900 item s
were carried on the flight from Laufen.

The accidents to Bider and Borrer and the coming of winter brought the Flugtage in 1913 to an end .

Part II will continue the story with four Flugtage that had flights with
special cancellations but no stamps, the Flugtage attempts in Olten, an d
the cancellations used on the special flights .

May 1999
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AHPS Auction 11 5

Catalog numbers used in descriptions are per Zumstein, in some cases supplemented by Scott (Sc .) .

The Zumstein 1999 Switzerland catalog is the basis for the value column except where noted ; the
conversion rate used is SFr . 1 = US$ .70. Scott values where indicated are from the 1999 edition .

Please send your bids to Bruce Marsden, AHPS Bids, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010 or by

email to bmarsden@slip .net . Bids must be received by June 15, 1998 . All lots are illustrated at our

new web address: http://www.slip.net/~bmarsden/AHPS If you do not own a modem-equipped computer

with Internet access, inquire at your local public library as many libraries are installing Internet access fo r

public use. Alternatively, send me an SASE and I will send a black&white print out of lots you ar e
interested in .

I am pleased to present an all new selection of offerings including several from first-time consignors . I

call your particular attention to a new selection of philatelic literature for your library as well a s

many difficult postage dues and a very extensive selection of interesting covers .

Consignments are wanted for the Sept/Oct '99 auction . The material most likely to sell is the unique and

seldom seen and items in top quality . Seconds, spacefillers, etc . are not in demand from our members . The

consignment deadline is June 1, 1998 . Consignments will be immediately acknowledged by return

postcard. Please mail to : Bruce Marsden, AHPS Auction, 1920 Carmelita Ave ., Burlingame, CA 94010 .

Remember bid high and bid often and most important, have FUN! And thank you for your support .

Indicated
Lot Description

		

Value Reserve
Classic

1

	

15I (Sc . 5) 5 rappen blue and red with frame around cross, used, black P cancel . Two margins, in
at bottom. '99 Zst. Sfr . 1800, Scott $1300

2	 15II (Sc. 7a) 5 rappen blue and red without frame, used, black PP cancel, 4 margins, 3 separation
lines, signde Abt. '99 Zst. Sfr . 700, Scott $500

3 	 16II (Sc. 8) 10 rp . yellow and red without frame, used, black grill, 3 margins, in at lower left .
Extra red ink migrated in upper cross. '99 Zst. Sfr . 160, Scott $140

4

	

1711 (Sc . 10) 5 rp . blue and red without frame, used, black grill on piece, 4 margins, minor nick a t
lower right not as deep as frameline . Attractive . '99 Zst. Sfr . 170, Scott $12 5

5

	

18 (Sc . 11) 15 rp . vermillion, used, black grills, 3 frame lines, in at bottom, '99 Sfr. 900, Scot t
$650

6

	

19 (Sc . 13) 15 cts . vermillion, used, black grill, 3 mgns, just at right frameline, '99 Zst . Sfr. 1500 ,
Scott $950

7

	

20 (Sc . 12) 15rp . vermillion, used, blue grid, 2 margins, in at top and right, '99 Zst . 180, Scott
$125

Strubels

8

	

22C (Sc.24) 5¢ brown, used, manuscript cancel, 4 frame lines, attractive, '99 Zst . Sfr. 160, Scot t
$8 5

9

	

22Dc (Sc . 25) 50 brown, used, black grill, 2++ frame lines, left sheet margin and frame line o f
stamp above, attractive, '99 Zst . Sfr . 50

1260 415

490 150

112 43

119 33

630 195

1050 260

126 28

112 3 5

35 40
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Indicated
	Lot	 Description	 Value	 Reserve

10

	

22G (Sc . 36), 50 brown, used, four full frame lines, straight line cancel, very fine condition ,

1997 SBK cat 30 FR.
11

	

24A (Sc . 17) 150 unusual lilac shade, used, black grill and supplemental manuscript bars, 3 frame
lines, '99 Zst. Sfr . 210, Scott $15 0

12 26C (Sc. 29) 400 green, used, Geneva 1859 CDS, trace of red transit mark, 2 frame lines, albin o

frame line at left, in at right, '99 Zst . Sfr. 140, Scott $8 0
13

	

26G (Sc . 40), 40 Rp. green used, four framelines, bright color, light circular cancel, very fine ,
1997 SBK Cat 110FR, Scott $72 .50 .

14 27D (Sc . 31) . 1 Fr . grey violet, used, four framelines and margins on three sides, light circula r
cancel, very fine appearance, thinned, Rellstab certificate, 1997 SBK cat 1300 FR .

Sitting Helveti a

15

	

34 (Sc. 47), 400 green unused, hinged, disturbed original gum, small thin, nice color, fin e
centering, 1997 SBK Cat 1500FR

16 34 (Sc. 47) 400 green, used, Romanshorn-Olten SON railroad cancel dated 17 .VIII .65 . minor red

crayon marks, F/VF centering, '99 Zst . Sfr. 110, Scott $52 .50
17 35 (Sc. 48) 600 bronze, used, SON Fleurier cancel, F/VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 200, Scott $165
18

	

36.1 .13 (Sc . 50) 1 Fr. gold, unused, og, excellent appearance, F, '92 Zst. Sfr. 49, Scott $100
19

	

36a (Sc . 50a) 1 Fr. bronze, used, small tear in left margin but still quite attractive, Berra-
Gautschy certificate, '99 Zst . Sfr . 550, Scott $350

20 41 (Sc. 56) 300 ultramarine, unused, ng, horizontal crease, F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 600, Scott $400
21

	

41 (Sc. 56) 300 ultramarine, unused, ng, pulled perf, o/w F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 600, Scott $400
22 46B (Sc. 62) 100 rose block of 4, unused, NH, pulled perfs, F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 42, Scott $16
23

	

50 .a.1 .13 (Sc . 66) 400 gray, unused, NG, big colored spot variety, F/VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 150

Cross & Numerals, Standing Helveti a

24

	

56 (Sc . 80) 120 chalky blue, used, St . Gallen CDS, perfs touching at right, '99 Zst . Sfr. 40, Scott
$2 6

25

	

57 (Sc . 81) 150 yellow, white paper, used, cds, perfs touching at right, '99 Zst . Sfr. 400, Scot t
$300

26 60A 50 maroon, unused, NH, pencil notation on back, centered to upper right, '99 Zst . Sfr. 65
27

	

62B 120 ultramarine, unused, HR, centered to left, '99 Zst . Sfr, 13
28

	

MB 150 lilac, unused, og, centered to top, F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 100
29 64Bb 150 braun-red-lilac, unused, og, F/VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 170
30 63A 150 yellow, used, Lausanne box cancel, centered to top, '99 Zst. Sfr . 45
31

	

66A (Sc . 82) 200 orange, unused, NG, centered to left, one blind perf on right, trivial thin spot, F,
'99 Zst . Sfr. 200, Scott $165

32 66D (Sc . 82a) 200 orange, unused block of 4, HR, lower left stamp has a thin, F-VF, '99 Zst . Sfr.

400, Scott $18 0
33

	

71E (Sc . 87b) 1 Fr . claret, used, well centered, trivial corner perf crease, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 400,
Scott $27 5

34

	

76F (Sc . 85) 400 grey, unused, og, F, trivial corner perf crease, '99 Zst . Sfr. 60, Scott $42 .50

UPU and Later Regular Issues

35

	

107 (Sc . 136a) 400 violet, Type I, used, heavy SON CDS, '99 Zst . Sfr. 130, Scott $20
36

	

194-200 (Sc. 219-25) 3-300 unused, LH, VF, '99 Zst. Sfr . 75, Scott $38 .70

21 8

147 3 9

98 20

77 36

910 80

1050 70

77 2 6

140 8 0

34 1 1
385 3 9

420 8 0
420 12 5

29 1 3

105 1 1

28 8

280 8 7

45 1 9

9 5

70 2 5
119 43

31 1 9

140 3 5

280 70

280 7 0

42 3 0

91 22

52 22
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Indicated
	Value	 Reserve
245+

	

6 0
Lot	 Description
37

	

202y .2 .01, .2 .02, .2 .09 (Sc . 228) 50 blue green landscapes, mint NH sheet of 50 containing plat e
varieties . '92 Zst . spec . Sfr . 350+

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, Other Semi-Postals

38

	

WI 2-3 (Sc . B2-3) 1915 Pro Juventute unused, dist . og, cpI.set, '99 Zst. Sfr . 180, Scott $11 5
39 WI 4-6 (Sc . B4-6) 1916 Pro Juventute used cpl . set, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 200, Scott $80
40 WI 5 (Sc. B5) 5¢ green, unused, FIR, F/VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 36, Scott $1 2
41 WI 6 (Sc. B6) 100 red, 1916 Pro Juventute used, RUTI SON CDS, F/VF, '99 Zst. Sfr . 120, Scott

$52.50
42 WI 6 (Sc. B6) 100 red, unused, hinged, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 126, Scott $60
43

	

WI 7-9 (Sc . B 7-9) 1917 Pro Juventute used cpI . set, VF, '99 Zst. Sfr . 160, Scott $54 .25
44 WI 20 (Sc . B20) 400 blue and red, used, heavy cds, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 80, Scott $30
45 WII 3-6 (Sc . B 100-103) used on piece with first day cancel and trace of blue registry crayon (I' m

guessing these stamps were cut from a registered cover to the UK) . VF. Tragic loss of an FD C
which would catalog for Sfr . 750 .

46 WII 7 (Sc . B 104) used block of 4 with central Geneva cds . VF. '99 Zst. Sfr . 550
47

	

WIII 21 (Sc . B 143) unused, HR, thin, '99 Zst . Sfr . 12 5

Airmai l

48

	

F7 (Sc. C7) 400 violet, unused, FIR, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 30, Scott $16
49 F11 (Sc. C11) 750 orange & brown red, unused, LH, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 25, Scott $1 5
50 F13 (Sc . C15) 2 Fr . brown, unused, hinged, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 175, Scott $8 5
51

	

F15 (Sc . C14) 400 green, unused, LH, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 125, Scott $4 5

Postage Due

52

	

P7IN 500 blue, used, centered to right, F, '99 Zst . Sfr . 3 2
53

	

P8IN 1000 blue, used, pulled perfs, ow F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 27 . 5
54

	

P9IN 500e blues, used, F, '99 Zst. Sfr . 45
55

	

P15FN 10 light green, used, centered to top, '99 Zst . Sfr. 3 5
56

	

P16DN 30 light green, used, F, '99 Zst . Sfr. 1 0
57

	

P19AK 200 blue green, used, centered to lower left, '99 Zst . Sfr . 35
58 P20CN 500 yellow green, used, F, '99 Zst . Sfr . 170
59

	

P20CK 500 yellow green, used, centered to far lower left, '99 Zst . Sfr. 130
60 P21BbK (Sc. J27) 1000 olive green and red, used, Basel CDS, perfs cut in at right, one shor t perf

at lower left, '92 Zst. spec . Sfr. 250
61

	

P22CN 500e yellow green, used, centered to top right, '99 Zst . Sfr. 60

62 P22CK 5000 yellow green, used, centered to top left, '99 Zst . Sfr . 5 5
63

	

P22FN 5000 light green, used, centered to top right, '99 Zst . Sfr . 5 5
64

	

P28BK 1000 olive, unused, og, centered to left, F, '99 Zst . Sfr . 7 5

Tete Beche - Se Tenant - Interspace pairs - Booklet s

65

	

K7II (Sc . 152a) 50 green, unused, FIR, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 187.5, Scott $8 5
66

	

K9 (Sc . 172e) 15¢ violet, used, heavy CDS, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 220, Scott $10 0
67

	

K9 (Sc .172c) 150 violet tete-beche pair, used, 2 CDS, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr . 220, Scott $100
68

	

S12, 50 Tell Boy Pro Juventute Interspace pair, unused, barest trace of LH, F/VF, ' 99 Zst . Sfr .

168

126

	

100
140

	

45
25

	

1 0
84

	

23

88
112

56

40
3 5
1 6
25

8 038 5

2 1
17 . 5
12 2

87

1 8
9

5 8
48

2 2
1 9
3 1
24

7
24

11 9
9 1

17 5

4 2
3 8
3 8
52

1 9
1 8
29
1 2

13 1
15 4

154
117

78
36
3 8
50
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Indicated
Lot

	

Description

	

Value Reserve

Covers

69 1858 stampless folded letter Zurich to Marseille . Carries blue-green stamp of sendin g company
and cancels of Zurich, Marseilles, and two others . See the scan on our Web site .

70 32a.2 .01 (Sc . 45) 200 orange, tied to folded COD tax bill by Delemont 1868 CDS, exhibits color
loss plate flaw, F, '92 Zst . Sfr. 90

71

	

38 .1 .13 (Sc. 53) 100 rose, tied to folded letter by Gerzensee CDS, minor horizontal file fold,
stamp exhibits evidence of double printing, F, '92 Zst . Sfr. 75-300

72 94Ac (Sc . 119) 200 orange, elaborate perfin of Seidentrocknung-Anstalt Zurich on Nachnahm e
cover to Wohlen, '92 Zst . spec . Sfr . 30 ++

73 294-6 (Sc. 322-4) FDC German cancel, unaddressed, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 90
74 332-3 (S . 363 .4) FDC German cancel, with extra 25e, registered to US, private cachet, VF, '9 9

Zst. Sfr . 110
75 332-3 (S . 363 .4) FDC French cancel, registered to Geneva, private cachet, VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 120
76 Flight Covers RF-54 .11SRa/b 2 flight covers Zurich-Geneva/Genf-Sao Paulo, each cover bearin g

pair of F44 stamps, VF, '92 SLH Sfr . 17 5
77 WI 10-11 1918 Pro Juventute franking registered cover from Hermrigen to Basel along with 2

Tell boy values, F/VF, '99 Zst . Sfr. 450
78 WI 116 (Sc . B153) 1945 Pro Juventute high value franking FDC to US . VF. Single on any cover

cats for Sfr. 25 ., Full set on first day cover cats . Sfr. 300
79 WI 120 (Sc . B161) 1946 Pro Juventute high value franking FDC to US . VF. Single on any cover

cats for Sfr. 24 ., Full set on first day cover cats . Sfr . 27 5
80 WI 129-32 (Sc . B 187-190) 1949 Pro Juventute FDC to US with French language cancel . VF.

'99 Zst. Sfr . 190
81 WI 138-142 (Sc. B207-211) 1951 Pro Juventute unaddressed FDC with German cancel . VF. '99

Zst . Sr . 225
82 WII 35-37 (Sc. B 163-5) 1947 Pro Patria short set on FDC from Locarno to US with additiona l

franking of Z 276 (Sc . 307) . F/VF. Missing only the set's 5¢ value to have a catalog of Sfr . 350
83 WII 36-37 (Sc. B 164-5) 1947 Pro Patria on FDC to US . F/VF. High values of set which if

complete on FDC would have a catalog of Sfr. 350
84 WII 47-50 ( Sc . B 192-95) 1950 Pro Patria on unaddressed cacheted FDC with Italian cancel .

Missing 5¢ value . VF. Complete set on FDC catalogs for Sfr. 450
85 WII 51-55 (Sc . B201-5) 1951 Pro Patria FDC to Canada . German cancel. F/VF. '99 Zst. Sfr .

220
86 WII 52-55 (Sc . B202-5) 1951 Pro Patria unaddressed cacheted FDC with French cancel . VF.

Complete set on FDC catalogs for Sfr . 27 5
87 WII 51-55 (Sc . B201-5) 1951 Pro Patria registered cacheted FDC to US . Italian cancel . F/VF.

'99 Zst . Sfr. 450
88 WII 56-60 ( Sc . B212-6) 1952 Pro Patria registered FDC to Canada . German cancel . VF. '99 Zst.

Sfr . 140
89 WII 56-60 (Sc . B212-6) 1952 Pro Patria registered FDC to US including block of 5¢ value .

French cancel . VF. '99 Zst . Sfr . 160
90 Z16z, 173z, 182z block of 4 franking reverse of registered A. Koch cover to USA . 100 US

postage due for customs service collected on face . owner's '99 Zst . Sfr. 410
91 S36, S38 in block franking reverse of 1932 registered A Koch cover to USA. 100 US postage du e

for customs service collected on face . Owner's '99 Zst. Sfr . 29 5
92 S40, S42, Z17y franking reverse of 1934 registered E . Sekula cover to USA. 1934 200 Pro

Juventute an added bonus . Owner's '99 Zst . Sfr. 860
93 S40z, S42z, K26z franking reverse of 1933 registered E . Sekula cover to USA. Owner's '99 Zst.

Sfr. 3,730

3 0

63 20

52-210 30

18++ 30

63 20
77 2 5

84 2 5
122 25

315 50

? 20

? 20

133 25

157 28

? 3 5

? 3 5

? 45

154 20

25

315 45

98 1 5

112 1 5

287 40

206 30

602 80

2611 300
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Indicated
Lot	 Description	 Value	 Reserve
94 S40z, S42z, franking reverse of 1934 registered E . Sekula cover to USA. Owner's '99 Zst . Sfr .

	

2520

	

300

3,600

Literature

95 SPEZI Vol . 1-3, Meier & Diggelmann, 1983, pb, 72, 76, & 80 pp., studies of plate flaws,
retouches, etc . on issues of 1940-1950, like new, Germa n

96 Memorial Philatelique, Bertrand, 1934, 324 pp, paperbound with heavy Scotch tape over failin g
binding . Articles on Luxembourg, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Useful color plates of first Federa l
and Rayon plate typing, fragile, French

97 Le Centenaire du Timbre Poste Suisse, PTT, 1943, hb, illustrations include 6 color plates, wit h
rough binding, o/w fine, Frenc h

98 USA-Switzerland, May 1947, large magazine on Swiss Stamp Printing, 82 pp . includes postbu s

collection sheet, fine, English, Germa n
99 Motivhandbuch Nr. 20, Schlunegger 1983, 392pp pb, topical background on Swiss stamps plu s

Schweizer Reise mit Briefmarken, Weder-Greiner, 1969 72 pp . booklet. (2 books) very fine ,
German

100 Artists Create Postage Stamp Pictures, Gaudard, 1957, large format (A4) pb booklet illustratin g
history of Swiss stamp designs for 1936-1956, 40 glossy pp, many b&w photos, German, French ,
Italian, & English !

101 Locher, WWII Soldier Stamp Catalog with 4 supplements through 1964, 188 pages, illustrated ,
cardbound, adhesive binding falling away, annotated, otherwise fine, German with Frenc h
introduction

102 Die Postemple des Kanton Graubunden, 1850-1882, C . Obrect, 1929, 40 pages, paper bound,

narrative, tables, and 8 pages of illustrated cancels, light edge toning, otherwise fine, Germa n
103 Das Postwesen in Basel 1682-1798 by Carl Baumann, 1927 , appears to be a doctora l

dissertation, 149 pages, paperbound, about 3/4" lost paper at top of binding, light edge toning ,
otherwise fine, German

Miscellaneous & Liechtenstei n

104 T8 100 red Telegraph, unused, NG, centered to lower left, pulled perfs at bottom, '99 Zst . Sfr.

105 T9 250 gray and red Telegraph, unused, NG, F, '99 Zst. Sfr . 26 0
106 T11 1 Fr . green and red Telegraph, unused, NG, pulled perf, F, '99 Zst. Sfr. 2800
107 Standing Helvetia imperf Paris color " prints " , 10 x 250, 7 x 400, most in different color s
108 Standing Helvetia imperf Paris color "prints" in pairs, 2 pr . x 250, 4 pr. x 400, different shades

109 Kochermarken 2d, 50 green, red border, SON Chaux-de-fonds CDS, few short perfs as usual ,
VF, '99 Zst. Sfr . 16 0

110 595, 597-601, (Sc . 633, 637-8, 640, 642-4), blocks of four canceled on 6 maximum cards i n
presentation folder, VF

111 Group of 5 used Swiss picture postcards from 1904-191 0
112 Liechtenstein 217-8, 221,223,225 (Sc . 227-8, 231, 233, 235) 1949 Art on 2 registered (Vadu z

15 .III .49) FDCs to US . '99 Zst. Sfr . 7 5
113 Liechtenstein 219-20,222,224 (Sc . 229-30, 232,234) 1949 Art on registered (Vaduz 23 .V .49 )

FDC to US . '99 Zst. Sfr . 150

1 5

30

1 0

8

1 2

1 0

3 0

5

1 2

	

112

	

1 5

	

182

	

50
1960 650

20
20

	

112

	

45

45

6

	

52

	

1 5

	

105
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Swiss Franchise Stamps
by Dale Eggen

These are interesting little items . For those who use Scott's, they are the "S" numbers in the "back of th e
book section". For those who use the Swiss catalogues, they are found in the section title d
"Portofreiheitsmarken" . These were first issued in 1911 with the last issue being in 1943 .

They are stamps with little numbers printed at the top, usually in black . They were issued to charitabl e
institutions for the free franking of mail . Each number stands for a different institution. The numbers appear
in both a small and large size . Unfortunately, the number assignments for the large numbers are not the sam e
as for the small numbers, but that makes the collecting all the more interesting . What many people try to do i s
get one from each institution . It indeed is a challenging effort . Unfortunately, the Swiss postal authorities gave
into pressure and had sheets printed up where each stamp on the sheet had a different number so collector s
could have one of each number . If you have a multiple of any one of these stamps in which each of the number s
are different, all you have is an example of this special printing of the Swiss Post Office .

The ones actually given to the institutions had all the same number on each of the stamps as assigned to
that institution. So, now, if you collect them off cover, about the only way to insure you have one from th e
institution itself is that it has a cancellation showing the town in which the institution is located . Even that
wouldn't be a guarantee .

But with the low catalogue value of most of these, it is not really an item of big concern. And that is why
examples used on a printed envelope from the institution are more desirable and are usually not found in th e
bargain box. As one might surmise, in a few cases exactly what the definition of a charity was may have been
stretched such as for the charity opera of the village of Sonvico of Canton Ticino . Such facets make these
stamps all the more appealing as a specialist topic .

If you are going to collect these, you should get a copy of the list of numbers and their assignments .
Certainly a way to get into a specialization without having to make a large expenditure .

Following is a little bibliography of articles on this issue .

AUTHOR

	

TITLE
Unknown

	

Portofreiheitsmarken

Ganz, Felix

	

Swiss Franchise Stamp s

Luff, John N .

	

Franchise Stamps of Switzerland
(? on exact title )

Ryniker, Chester A .

	

Swiss Franchise Stamp s

Spiro, E . H.

	

Frank Stamps and Label s
(a serial)

Weber, Dr . O .

	

Switzerland (Franchise Stamps )

Unsigned

	

Portofreiheitsmarke n
(W Wohltatigkeitsmarken )

AHPS Auction 114 - Prices Realized

SOURCE
Briefmarke (Teplitz) ,

Vol X, Nos . 7/8, Aug . 1, 1930, pp. 116 - 118 .
Swiss Philatelist ,

No . 49/50 (1967), pp. 6 - 7 .
Scott's Monthly Stamp Journal ,

Vol . 11, Nov., 1930, pp .256-257.
Stamps (New York) ,

Vol . 80, Sept . 20, 1952, pp . 412 & 41 7
Helvetia News Letter (of the Helvetia Philatelic
Society of Great Britain)

Vol . 10 (1956), No. 11, p . 1f
Vol . 10, No . 12, p . 3f Vol . 11, No . 1, p . 3f
Vol . 11, No . 5, p . 4f

Scott's Monthly Stamp Journal ,
Vol . 11, No . 5, July 1930, p .132

Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung,
No. 12 (1910), p . ? See also :

Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung ,
No. 11, (1910) . See also :

Schweizerische Philatelistische
No . 10 (1910 )
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Profile of a Liechtenstein Stamp
Collector - Hans-Werner Gabriel

by Rudy Schaelchl i

To meet my friend and the collector for today, w e
travel to Germany . I met this gentleman the firs t

time at LIBA '82 in Vaduz
and was not only impressed
by his imposing figure but
also by his willingness t o
help other collectors that
needed assistance .

"My collecting days
started at the age of 8 and I
tried to get as many stamp s
as I could get my hands on .

"Early on I liked the issues
from Germany, Austria an d
Switzerland and specialized i n
them."

During his honeymoon in
1954 he and his wife visite d
Liechtenstein . In the Postal
Museum he met Mr . Hilbe and
found him to be a friendl y
adviser. Mr. Hilbe persuade d
him to include that country's
stamps in his hobby .

By 1962 the family had
grown and while his wife and
children got to know th e
country, Mr . Gabriel spent hi s
time visiting the Liechtenstein
Philatelic Exhibition, an event
that comes every ten years . He
has been a member of the
'Ring of the Liechtenstei n
Collectors" since 1959. In 1965
he was elected Vice President
and in 1974 after the
retirement of Gustav
Bertschinger, he took the helm
of the Society (grown to 70 0
members by now), a job he i s
still holding .

Mr. Gabriel is credited
with building a close contac t
with the members and the
reigning officials of the country .
Under his leadership, the
government has absorbed th e

18 TELL

cost of the exhibit frames and insurance costs . With

the help of Erwin Neuhold they have expanded the

Liechtenstein Handbuch .

Since 1965 he has expanded his special
collection of Liechtenstein reply cards and has
progressed to the international shows when he earne d
a "Best in Show" for stationery at NAPOSTA

Frankfurt in 1989 .

He is very active in the publicity for
Liechtenstein Philately, visiting as many bigger show s
as possible and writes the full page of the President' s
Message in the bi-monthly RLS-Mitteilungen .
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Swiss Postal Activity in Italy - Part 4 - Follow Up
by Charles J. LaBlonde, CPhH

In the January 1999 Tell I described a postal mystery and asked for theories on its solution . The

question was how postcards mailed in th e
Hotel Dino in Baveno, Italy got
postmarked in Chermignon, Switzerland .

Five members responded : Felix
Thurnheer, Ken Barlow, Walter Weber ,
Paul Marthaler and Mike Peter . Many ,
many thanks to all five . It was a pleasure
to hear from all of you

There were two theories from the 5
detectives. One theory says the postma n
opened the Hotel Dino mailbox, found th e
cards, knew they were not correct an d
sent them off to Switzerland with a
passing tourist or motorist or girlfriend .
This is certainly possible as funny things
seem to happen with the post in Italy .

The other theory says the postman
emptied the Hotel Dino mailbox and took
the mail back to the post office . There was
a discussion at the post office about wha t
to do with these strange cards . One of the

postal employees was going on vacation
in Switzerland and volunteered to tak e
the cards along and get rid of them .

I cannot prove or disprove either
theory, but I tend to like the latter one

better. The first respondent with thi s
idea was Mike Peter and he has received
the Chermignon mystery card .

To find out what is happenin g
today I had more cards posted, see

Figures 1 and 2 . The card posted at the
desk of the Hotel Dino and destined fo r

the regular SPI system got a hand

postmark in Bellinzona 1. This is a first .
The card posted in the Italian mailbox o n
the wall got postmarked in Denver ,

Colorado !

The story never ends! Thanks to all tha t

responded.

Figure 1 - Card posted at the desk of the Hotel Dino

Figure 2 - Card posted in the Italian mailbox in the Hotel Din o
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AHPS Convention will be a t
FLOREX 99

by Harlan F. Stone

AHPS will hold its 1999 National Convention at
the last annual FLOREX show in Orlando, FL, during
November 5-7 . The FLOREX committee has set aside
100 frames for Swiss and Liechtenstein exhibits . The
deadline to receive entry applications is August 26 .
AHPS members can write to Helen Galatan-Ston e
(address on page 2), Regional Director East and
Coordinator for this Convention, for the entry form .
FLOREX urges early entries because of the great
interest in its final show.

Since FLOREX wants to leave in style, it i s
providing a Saturday night banquet for only $25 ., a
complimentary Saturday luncheon for exhibitors an d
judges, and a hospitality suite both Friday an d
Saturday evenings .

The AHPS Convention will include another
Thursday afternoon seminar before FLOREX open s
(on November 4), an open membership meeting o n
Saturday afternoon, a swap session on Sunday
morning, and a society booth on the show floor .
Volunteer seminar speakers should contact Harlan
Stone (address on page 2) now .

New AHPS awards, just approved by the Board
of Directors, will be available for the exhibi t
competition . In addition to the Grand Award an d
gold, silver and bronze medals, the judges will hand
out a novice award for

a first-time-at-an-AHPSConvention member exhibitor, as well as a yout h
award and a best-one-frame award .

The official show hotel, next to Orlando Exp o
Centre in downtown Orlando, will be the Orland o
Marriott Downtown Hotel, with a special show rate of
$110 (1-800-574-3160) .

More details on the AHPS Convention schedul e
will follow in the next issue of TELL. In the
meantime, send in your request for the exhibit entr y
form and sign up to do a show-and-tell at th e
seminar!

Criteria for Awards at U.S.
Exhibitions

by Harlan F. Stone, Awards Chair

To promote the philately of Switzerland an d
Liechtenstein, the AHPS (APS Affiliate No. 52)
provides special awards for the best exhibits in thes e
collecting areas at philatelic exhibitions in the U.S.
Exhibits of international organizations (such as the
United Nations) are also eligible if at least 50% of th e
displayed material relates to offices and usage i n
Switzerland . Helvetia has established these criteria
for judges to follow in making the awards .

Any U.S. Show
1. Bronze medal for the best exhibit at a nationa l
level show that participates in the APS World Serie s
of Philately, if the show has at least two eligibl e
exhibits . The winner does not have to be an AHPS
member .

2. Certificate for the best exhibit at any othe r
national, regional or local show, if the show has at
least two eligible exhibits . The winner does not have
to be an AHPS member .

3. Sophie Buser Memorial Youth Award for a
worthy exhibit of at least two frames at any show by
an exhibitor no older than 18 . The winner does not
have to be an AHPS member .

National Convention Sho w

4. Felix Ganz Memorial Grand Award with gold
medal and one set of gold, silver and bronze
medals for the four best exhibits at any show that
hosts a national convention . Only the winner of the
grand award must be an AHPS member .

5. Best One-frame Award at a national convention
that includes at least two eligible exhibits . The
winner does not have to be an AHPS member .

6. Novice Award for a first-time exhibitor at a
national convention who displays a worthy exhibit of
at least two frames . The winner must be an AHPS
member .

Any show using AHPS awards must send the name s
and addresses of the winners to the Helvetia Awards
chair for forwarding to the membership chair and to
the editor of the TELL .
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